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ABSTRACT

Wild racing is racing motorcycle collided conducted speed on the highway with the risk of fatal accidents, for adolescents involved illegal racing, and general road users. This study aims to determine the factors that encourage illegal racing in adolescents in Jember.

This research was descriptive quantitative. The population in this study were adolescents who engage in illegal racing in Jember with a number of 64 teenagers. The samples with incidental sampling technique. Total sample of 50 adolescents with a number of trials involved a total of 14 juvenile wild race. Data analysis techniques with confirmatory factor analysis models, namely the type of factor analysis based on theory or concept of previous studies. Draft scale consists of 7 factors developed by Qaimi with 26 items, with one trial to see the validity and reliability. Test reliability scale with an alpha test, whereas the empirical validity of the construct validity of which can be seen from the results of the analysis performed.

Based on the analysis that has been done, then the construct validity have been met and the obtained reliability of 0763, which is considered to meet the criteria of a good scale. The results of the analysis prove that the factor of 7 to 5 factors, which consisted of family factors, environmental factors, social, educational level factors, psychological factors, and factors of parental concern. Fifth form factor can explain the total variance of 74 054%, and the rest is influenced by other factors not measured in this scale.
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